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Welcome back to my very short and informal newsletter, sharing a bit of what I find
interesting, quirky or just fun about intellectual property law and patents. I publish this
newsletter periodically to share at least one idea that I think you will find both engaging and
useful.

Watch Video

QUICK AND DIRTY PROVISIONAL PATENT APPLICATION

Have a groundbreaking idea, but no time or expertise to craft a formal patent application?
Worried about disclosing your invention? In the fast-paced world of innovation, there are
times when you need to file your patent application in the blink of an eye. In this video, I
explain how to file a Quick and Dirty Provisional Patent Application. A provisional patent
application ensures your invention is on file before disclosing it to the world. This video also
covers key requirements for a provisional patent application and tips and tricks for
preparing and submitting a short-deadline patent application, ensuring you don't miss out
on protecting your intellectual property. I’m sure this video will provide you with some
useful information! Enjoy watching it and leave a comment in the comment section, to let
me know what you think.

Watch Video

https://youtu.be/fDnOWR_GwQI?_kx=oo3RKUlbbFqloHwmKuxLjA.XavNhg
https://youtu.be/fDnOWR_GwQI?_kx=oo3RKUlbbFqloHwmKuxLjA.XavNhg
https://youtu.be/fDnOWR_GwQI?_kx=oo3RKUlbbFqloHwmKuxLjA.XavNhg
https://youtu.be/fDnOWR_GwQI?_kx=oo3RKUlbbFqloHwmKuxLjA.XavNhg
https://youtu.be/fDnOWR_GwQI?_kx=oo3RKUlbbFqloHwmKuxLjA.XavNhg
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Watch Video

FIXING AMAZON SUSPENSIONS: HOW TO OVERTURN PATENT
INFRINGEMENT CLAIMS ON AMAZON MARKETPLACE

As a seller on Amazon, few things are as distressing as facing a patent infringement
accusation that leads to your products being swiftly removed from the marketplace. In this
video, I explore legal defenses and strategic business solutions to resolve Amazon
Marketplace issues and get your products back online. Whether you've experienced patent
infringement accusations or anticipate potential infringements, the insights shared in this
video are adaptable to various infringement contexts. Enjoy watching this video and ensure
a hassle-free selling experience!

Watch Video 

AND FINALLY…

At the end of this third year of publishing more than 120 YouTube videos, we just passed
13,000 subscribers on our YouTube channel. Thank you for reading, watching, “liking” and
subscribing. It does make a difference as YouTube will then serve these videos to others
who are looking for them. Have a wonderful and creative month.

Warm wishes,
John

If you’ve missed previous issues, CLICK HERE and read them all!

 ABOUT JOHN FERRELL

John Ferrell is a founder and patent attorney at the Silicon Valley law firm of Carr & Ferrell.
The author of two books and a growing YouTube channel on Intellectual Property, John’s
passion for creating and protecting patent monopolies is reflected in his representation of
many of the world’s most important companies and inventors—some 5,000 so far. 

https://youtu.be/Smv4rC2wxmU?_kx=oo3RKUlbbFqloHwmKuxLjA.XavNhg
https://youtu.be/Smv4rC2wxmU?_kx=oo3RKUlbbFqloHwmKuxLjA.XavNhg
https://youtu.be/Smv4rC2wxmU?_kx=oo3RKUlbbFqloHwmKuxLjA.XavNhg
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https://www.carrferrell.com/all-newsletters?_kx=oo3RKUlbbFqloHwmKuxLjA.XavNhg
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Founded in 1992, Carr & Ferrell has filed more than 10,000 patent applications covering
nearly every imaginable technology. John is admitted to practice law in California;
numerous Federal jurisdictions, including before the U.S. Supreme Court; and in the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office.

John Ferrell, Attorney at Law
Carr & Ferrell LLP

411 Borel Ave., Ste. 603
San Mateo, CA 94402
Phone: 650.812.3408

Email: jsferrell@carrferrell.com
Webpage: Carr & Ferrell

HOW YOU GOT ON THE LIST

You are on my mailing list because we have worked together, have met professionally, you
may have contacted me with a legal or business question, you sent me junk mail and I am
returning the favor or maybe we are just friends or family and my small marketing
department didn’t think you would be too annoyed by receiving this email. If you are
receiving this by mistake, have decided to unfriend me (or find a new family), are just not
interested, or would otherwise like to be dropped from the mailing list; please email your
request to unsubscribe and you will be removed.  

NOT LEGAL ADVICE: It will make the Bar Association of your state or country sublimely happy if I remind
you that this newsletter is not legal advice, it is not a solicitation for business, and it does not itself form an
attorney-client relationship.
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